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Candidate #yakj253bur
OBJECTIVE
Seeking a challenging and responsible position in Transportation Operations and or
Supply Chain management.
Management skills qualify for positions in operations and/or executive
management.
To effectively utilize my employment experience, educational background,
acquired skills and professional abilities.
Areas of interest include but are not limited to Safety, Human Resources, and
Personnel/Management.
QUALIFICATIONS
Broad based employment background, which includes diversified workplace experience
and a thorough knowledge of applied management. I am computer literate and have an
extensive background in human resources management, safety, office management and
problem solving as they apply to workflow solutions.
WORK HISTORY
Senior Linehaul Manager, 2001 to 2003
Managed a Linehaul Operation which includes supervising an on site vendor, 14
supervisors and clerks, 50 contractors and approximately 230 drivers. Controlled the
hiring process for Contractors and Drivers. Managed Group Operation in the states of
Texas, Oklahoma and Louisiana.
Achievements: I recovered over $200,000 in outstanding debt. I received the
Linehaul of the Year award, as well as Outstanding Safety Leadership & Safety
Process Improvement Award.
Regional Operations Manager, 1999 to 2001
Relocated to location to initiate new multi-state regional operation. Controlled and
managed multi-state dispatch operations. Managed Human Resources, twenty-two
supervisors.
Achievements: Established new guidelines and program development to
control three major consolidation centers and twenty-five group terminals for the
purpose of timely freight flow. Oversaw the respective group freight flow process
and planned, organized and executed the movement of transcontinental traffic
accordingly.
Dispatch Operations Manager, 1998 to 1999
Relocated to troubled operation. Managed fourteen supervisors, one hundred transport
operators and managed Human Resource development for the location.
Achievements: Gained control of troubled labor environment through
communication with local union, local personnel and local management.

Operations Manager, 1997 to 1998
Achievements: Duplicated relay/marshalling area for the use of triples operation
in the states of Ohio and Indiana.
Achievements: Met with local governments, vendors and community leaders to
establish rapport. And, directed the development the operations facility.
Achievements: Hired and managed eight supervisors, who in return controlled
the flow of freight in a multi state area.
Assistant Operations Manager, 1994 to 1997
Achievements: Initiated and planned new relay/marshalling area for the use of
triples operation in the states of Ohio and Indiana.
Achievements: Met with local governments, vendors and community leaders to
establish rapport. And, directed the development of the operations facility.
Achievements: Hired and managed eight supervisors, who in return controlled
the flow of freight in a multi state area.
Linehaul Supervisor, 1988 to 1994
Supervised 370 transport operators, maintained pay sheets and work
performance records on a daily basis.
Supervised 50 combination employees.
Coordinated the inbound and outbound traffic of all westbound freight.
Oversaw the dispatching of approximately 60 transport operators daily and 150200 trailers daily.
Maintained rapport with all union officials, and adhered to laws and bids within
our contractual agreements.
Kept in contact with our direct lanes of transport.
NON-TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT
Home Builder
Middle School - Teacher-Coach
Elementary School - Teacher Coach
EDUCATION
Graduate, B. A. in Education
20 hours from a 2 year Associate Degree in Criminology
Graduate, 320 hours Ohio Peace Officer Training
Personal
Marital Status: Married
Health: Excellent
Interests: family, travel & golf
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